
This document contains screenshots for the power analysis for Homework 1. 

• Click the “New Study” button to start a new power and sample size analysis.
or

• Click  the “Upload” button to upload a json file with a previous study design that you have saved.



For a new study: Add title here



Click the “Power” or “Sample Size” button depending on what you want to solve for. 
In this case, we are solving for power. 



We now move to select the hypothesis test of interest. Thus, we click the Hotelling-Lawley trace. 



Now we choose the Type I error rate. Type in 0.05. 

Then, we click the plus sign to add this value to the design.



Enter outcome variables here.

Then, click the plus sign to add the outcome entered to the design.



Click the “Levels” button to add the levels of the design.

Here, the workplace is the independent sampling unit, or cluster. 



There are 15 workers per cluster.
Remember to click the plus sign to add the value entered

Click on the pen icon to  
“Remove/Edit” as needed.

For this example, the worker is the study participant. 



This screen shows the structure and levels of clustering.



Enter the predictor and then define the data type.
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The predictor name is treatment. 



After defining the type of data, click the “Groups” button to add the groups considered in the study.



This screen shows the groups in the study.
Here, treatment has two levels: Workplace Training Program and Control Group. 



This screen shows the predictors, type of data, and groups.



Select the option “No Gaussian Covariate” for this example.



Select the option “Main Effect” for this example because we are interested in the main effect of treatment.



In this example, “All mean differences zero” was selected to indicate the type of contrast desired.



This screen gives you the option to select a value different than zero for the contrast comparison constant.



Add smallest group size here.
We enter 20 to indicate that there are 20 workplaces randomized 
to treatment, and 20 randomized to control. There are a total of 40 
workplaces in the study. 



Add the ratio between groups here. There are two randomization groups, each of equal size. 



Add the mean values per group here.
We enter the means for the workplace training program and 
the control group separately. 



We could enter scale factors for means to consider other options for mean differences on this screen. 
Since we have the values from the literature, we are fairly confident, and put in 1 here.



Here, we enter the within-participant standard deviation as 1.1. 



0.13

Enter the intra-class correlation here.



Given our literature review, we are fairly confident, and decide to do the power calculation with the numbers we have. 
Thus, we enter 1. 



For this example, we don’t need to specify the confidence intervals.



When we hit the “Calculate” button, the results are shown in the power results table. 

Clicking the “Matrices” tab gives the matrices used for the 
calculation. 



We can save results and study design inputs by using the “Save” button. 
The file labeled Homework1.json contains the design, which you can 
upload using the upload button if you want to reproduce the power analysis. 



In case you are interested, here are the matrices 
used for the calculation. 


